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the use of the Sure-Board panels mitigates these problems. These 
special details (see Figure 1) include composite Sure-Board 
sheathing on both interior and exterior wall faces, effective lat-
eral bracing solutions at strategic locations coinciding with stud 
utility holes, shear stiffeners at stud ends, improved track con-
nections and continuous attachment between the different wall 
components using closely spaced mechanical fasteners or stich 
welds. The connection of SEB walls to the supporting frame uses 
relatively simple details including full-depth washer plates and 
post-installation expansion anchor bolts. The resulting SEB wall 
designs prevent stud instabilities and premature failure modes 
and exhibit ductile �exural response, which is predicted with a 
high level of accuracy using both �nite element models (see Fig-
ure 2) and simple single-degree-of-freedom formulations.

We successfully validated the  SEB wall concept using �eld tests 
employing explosive levels equivalent to large vehicle bombs, ap-
proximately four times larger than those previously resisted by con-
ventional stud walls. Our experimental program included numerous 
full-scale tests that helped identify and resolve system instabilities, 
premature failures and de�cient connection details encountered 
in other experimental programs. Initial testing consisted of blast 
simulation tests using high-speed impact actuators at the Engle-

kirk Facilities at the University of California at San Diego (UCSD) 
under the direction of Dr. Gilbert Hegemier. We conducted seven 
full-scale stud wall specimen tests under single and multiple actuator 
impulsive impacts. This program focused on development of con-
nection details and �nite element model calibration.

The experimental program’s second phase consisted of �ve 
live explosive tests of full-scale stud walls at Tyndall AFB. These 
�eld tests simulated vehicle bombs and validated the system for 
secondary support of unreinforced masonry and standalone 
construction. The �eld tests also identi�ed sheathing limit 
states under direct pressures and additional detailing measures 
required to ensure wall stability.

Finally, we performed several quasi-static load tree tests at Tyn-
dall AFB to validate the stud wall analytical resistance functions 
under uniform loads. In this test setup, a total of 16 point lateral 
loads were applied to a stud wall segment using steel cylinders. 

In all of these full-scale tests we achieved survivable levels 
of interior pressures and protection against �ying debris under 
stable and predictable wall �exural resgainst 04o0.04 e3li (see Fig
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in Use
System application of the SEB wall includes use as a backing 

for unreinforced or lightly reinforced masonry cladding, as well as 
stand-alone construction under direct blast pressures. Government, 
military, commercial and industrial facilities can all be protected 
from external air-blast explosions using single- or multiple-story 
SEB wall panels. The system can also be effective for the construc-
tion of interior walls subjected to limited pressure build-up. The 
SEB wall can be installed on-site or prefabricated and transported, 
which allows its use for expeditionary military applications as well 
as domestic bases. The practical and easy installation procedure, as 
well as the potential removal of the blast walls, is feasible, allowing 
the potential for modular construction and reuse; the system allows 
general contractors and their curtain wall fabricators the �exibility 


